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Lake Forest, IL – In-Office Pathology, LLC (IOP) announced today that it has added another histotech consultant
to its nationwide group to provide project management and technical consulting services to the IOP clients in the
Upper Midwest. Katie Boggs, HT will be assigned any new physician groups in the IOP Upper Midwest network.
She will also conduct compliance inspections plus local troubleshooting. Katie has been a histotechnologist for
over 30 years in various Milwaukee and Central Wisconsin area histology laboratories. Most recently, she
maintains two dermatology in office pathology laboratories in the Milwaukee area. She resides in Stevens Point,
WI.

Pat Kalish, IOP’s VP of Corporate Communications, commented, “We have experienced professionals like Katie
to support our in-office pathology laboratories. We realize that pathology is practiced at the local level. We added
these local experts to support the burgeoning physician in-office pathology laboratory market. We have enlisted
Katie to help take us to our next seventy (70) in-office pathology laboratory installations."
Ms. Kalish continued, “Our compliant in-office pathology laboratory concept continues to generate interest among
large GI, urology, and dermatology and multi-specialty groups nationwide. We have applied our unmatched
business experience in pathology to affect a paradigm shift. This is just another piece of our single resource
approach for design, implementation, operational and regulatory guidance, compliance and oversight. We are
the undisputed market leaders. Specialty groups have responded overwhelmingly to our message. We have
more high complexity CLIA in-office laboratories than anyone else and the demand is growing monthly.”
Pat commented, "Large single and multi-specialty practices with their IOP in-pathology laboratory immediately
see the benefits of our compliant, turn-key program. IOP laboratory clients have reporting, information
management, and compliant billing capabilities plus local technical support. IOP specialty groups practice at a
high standard of patient care and are more productive. They have on-site pathology consultations for clinicians
and patients which is not the present state of affairs in pathology today.”
IOP guides specialty physicians in establishing their own compliant in-office pathology laboratories. They are the
recognized market leaders for in-office pathology laboratories with installations in 24 states coast to coast. For
more
information
call 800.280.3785,
or
email iopathology@gmail.com visit
our
website
at www.IOPathology.com.

